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Coldest Water
Walking On Cars

[Intro] Gm  A#  Dm  F 
        Gm  A#  Dm  C 

      Dm
I was looking for a friend
       C
And it all came to an end
         A#               C
But I survived, yeah I survived
       Dm
Oh you came across the sea
         C
Swam the ocean just for me
         A#              C
Now I m alive, yeah I m alive

        Dm
What we do it s a game that you can t play
           C
And we re losing it every time
       A#
If it lasts then we could be in Heaven
          C                       
But it stops and it leaves us to dry

    A#               C        Dm
But here I go again, back the way I came
           C                 C
Into the coldest, into the coldest water
A#               C      Dm
Here I go again, no one else to blame
           C                 C            A#           C   Dm
Into the coldest, into the coldest water
         C              C
Oh oh oh oh, into the coldest water
A#           C   Dm
Ooh ooh ohh, ooh ooh ooh
         C              C
Oh oh oh oh, into the coldest water

           Dm
Yeah I was talking to a friend
           C
About what happens in the end
       A#           C
And realized, we realized
             Dm



That one day we would be the ground
            C
And all the colours we are now
              A#                 C
Would fade in time, they fade in time

        Dm
What we do it s a game that you can t play
           C
And we re losing it every time
       A#
If it lasts then we could be in Heaven
          C                       
But it stops and it leaves us to dry

    A#               C        Dm
But here I go again, back the way I came
           C                 C
Into the coldest, into the coldest water
A#               C      Dm
Here I go again, no one else to blame
           C                 C            A#           C   Dm
Into the coldest, into the coldest water
         C              C
Oh oh oh oh, into the coldest water
A#           C   Dm
Ooh ooh ohh, ooh ooh ooh
         C              C
Oh oh oh oh, into the coldest water

Gm                   A#
   Yeah I used to be like that
              Dm
No it s not a long way back
         F              
Oh oh oh oh
            Gm
Ooh ooh ooh ooh
                A#
Yeah I used to be like that
                 Dm
No, it s not a long way back
                      C
You should have seen how they found me

    A#               C        Dm
But here I go again, back the way I came
           C                 C
Into the coldest, into the coldest water
A#               C      Dm
Here I go again, no one else to blame
           C                 C     
Into the coldest, into the coldest water



A#             C     Dm
   Yeah I used to be like that
                C                       C
No it s not a long way back, into the coldest water
A#             C     Dm
   Yeah I used to be like that
                C                       C
No it s not a long way back, into the coldest water


